Micah Mobile Ministries
and

Change

There have been so many changes as technology has
given us so many different, new and exciting ways, and also
‘taken its toll’ in our lives as we have to adapt to many
changes.

We have been considering the production of Keith’s testimony, SET FREE. This was
firstly recorded on a reel to reel tape machine, and then on a
cassette tape. Many thousands of these cassettes were
produced from 1980 until around the early 2000’s, and
distributed freely around the world to anyone who would
receive them.
The testimony was first presented as a booklet, researched by Pauline Horobin, written by Sheila
Gordon, and printed by Wentworth House Ministries in the 1980’s, and the booklet was read onto
tape by Keith during this time at a recording studio owned by a Christian dentist, Brian
Ely in Harrogate.
This was followed with the first production of the paper tract; which was firstly printed by
Christian Publicity Organisation, better known as CPO. This was later produced by Micah
Mobile Ministries when computers and printers came to the forefront, and this is still
produced for Micah Mobile Ministries by an organisation known as His Bread.
During the 1990’s Keith was filmed, by John Burton, sharing his testimony,
and videos were produced and given out in the village of Aldbrough, East
Yorkshire.
When Keith and Pauline moved into the computer age they
turned the cassette recording into a CD, and were greatly
helped in the large numbers of CD’s produced by borrowing John Berriman, and
Church on the Vine’s CD fast copier. Again thousands of CD’s were produced and
given away.
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When Micah Mobile Ministries worked at Dunstable in 2012, sharing the Acts 1:8 Evangelism
Training, the team from His Bread kindly filmed all the training, and Keith’s testimony which they
produced for MMM as a DVD. The team have been giving away these DVD’s from 2012 until the
present day; thinking this was the last transition they would need to be making during their working
life

BUT

people are beginning to tell the MMM team that DVD’s are going out.
Once again His Bread have
come to our aid. We now
have cards with QR codes
which will take people from
the card to an appropriate
internet site where they can
hear Keith’s story.

What Next! I hear
you say, well that’s
what we’re saying?

Will that be the last change the team will see?
We doubt it. Things are moving at such a pace that many changes take place in many ways.
We serve a God who does not change, in Himself, but who is so creative that He makes

all things new.
Let’s stay flexible to use all the amazing things He has designed, and allowed mankind to ‘discover’,
for our benefit.
The message we bring is timeless, it is the truth of the saving power of Jesus to sinners, but the
methods we use can be as up to date as we’re able to understand, and use for His glory.
We will never change the message that God has given us, but we seek to use the best
methods to reach as many people as possible with the Good News of Jesus.

Please pray that we will remain open to the
different ways God would lead us to serve Him,
and use the methods which He has shown us.
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